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visual and auditory defects; mental maturity below that
needed for the reasoning processes involved in reading and
for the rapidity of an average program of instruction; a
poor start in the primary grades due to absence, change
of schools, poor teaching, or other factors; an. inadequate
background of experience with things and with words and
special oral language handicaps; personality and emotional
factors, which include a distaste for reading; and a pupil's
idea of himself as incapable of ever learning to read. Eye
movements are symptoms, not causes, of immature reading.
Obviously, there is no one best method for remedying
reading deficiencies that arise from such diverse causes. As
Gates has emphasized repeatedly, a combination of methods
appropriate to the individual child must be used. The good
reader has a versatility of attack on unfamiliar words. He
uses phonetic analysis when useful to him, divides and com-
bines syllables, or recognizes small words within larger ones.
LEARNING   TO   SPELL
The more important recommendations concerning learn-
ing to spell are the following:
 1.	Select words which the children need at present or will
need  to  know how  to  spell.14    Spelling demons — i.e.,
words which have nothing to recommend them but their
difficulty — are no longer taught.   One spelling list is not
adhered to for all pupils, and the number of total words
to be learned has been scientifically reduced.
 2.	Teach the words which the children do not know how to
spell.   These words can be determined by a pre-test, fol-
lowing which each child can keep his own record of the
words he has spelled incorrectly, or by noting from day
to day the words a child needs to learn.   Avoid practice
in error.
i* Frederick S. Breed discusses the question of choice of spelling words in
a series of articles on "How to Teach Spelling" in Normal Instructor and
Primary Plans, XXXVII (October, November, and December, 1927).
See also Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's, pp. 206-209; and
Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, Diagnostic and Remedial Spelling
Manual. A Handbook for Teachers. New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1937.

